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Abstract

We introduce a new class of indexing organizations for nested
query processing in object�oriented database systems� Our
methods maintain direct links connecting objects in two sepa�
rate classes for fast object traversals� We develop cost models
for di�erent implementations of the indexing organizations
and compare their performance� The clustering index has
been shown to be the best in terms of storage and retrieval
costs� However� the non�clustering and semi�clustering in�
dexes are also very e�cient when compared to traditional
object traversal mechanisms�

� Introduction

Nested query processing in object�oriented database sys�
tems often requires traversal among objects
 In this pa�
per� we investigate the issues with object retrieval and
review several solutions proposed in the literature
 We
also develop a new class of secondary organizations for
nested query processing
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Figure � illustrates related concepts and terminolo�
gies for OODBSs within the context of this paper
 The
�gure shows the class de�nitions for Person� Vehicle�
Person Name� and Company
 These four classes form an
aggregation hierarchy
 The class Person has three primi�
tive attributes� SSN� Residence and Age� and two complex
attributes� Owns and Name
 The domain classes of the
attributes Owns and Name are Vehicle and Person Name�
respectively
 The class Vehicle is de�ned by three prim�
itive attributes� Id� Color� and Model� and a complex at�
tribute Manufacturer� which has Company as its domain


Company and Person Name each consists of two primitive
attributes

Every object in the database is identi�ed by a unique

object identi�er �OID�
 By storing the OID of an object
as an attribute value of another object� we establish an
aggregation�association relationship between these two
objects
 If an object O is referenced as an attribute of
object O�� O is said to be nested in O� and O� is referred
as the parent object of O
 Objects are nested according
to the aggregation hierarchy

Queries involving nested attributes or nested objects

are called nested queries
 In a nested query� the class
from which objects are retrieved is called a target class
and the classes with attributes involved in the query
predicates are called predicate classes

Nested queries may be classi�ed by the relative posi�

tions of the target and predicate classes in the aggrega�
tion hierarchy�

� TP Queries� this type of queries have a set of pred�
icates on �nested� attributes of the target class
 For
example�

Q�� retrieve all persons who are �� years old and
own vehicles manufactured by Ford


� PT Queries� this type of queries retrieves the nested
objects of a given set of objects� which might be
speci�ed by predicates
 For example�

Q�� retrieve the manufacturers of the cars owned
by persons at the age of ��


� MX Queries� in this type of queries� the target class
is between two predicate classes
 For example�

Q�� retrieve red cars made by GM and owned by
persons at the age of ��


The rest of the paper is organized as follows
 In Sec�
tion �� we introduce the traversal approaches for nested
object retrieval
 Section � is a review of the indexing
organizations proposed
 Addressing the problems with
existing indexing methods� we develop in Section � a
new idea for improving the performance of query evalu�
ation and a class of indexing organizations
 In Section
�� we derive cost models for di�erent organizations and
compare their performance
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� Traversals for Object Retrieval

Traversal is the most fundamental mechanism for nested
object retrieval
 There are two basic traversal methods�

� The forward traversal approach traverses the ob�
jects starting from an ancestor class to a nested
class
 Since the OID in a parent object leads di�
rectly to a child object� the child object can be ac�
cessed quickly


� The backward traversal approach traverses up the
aggregation hierarchy
 Since a child object is not
assumed to carry the OID of its parent object� we
must compare the OID of the child object against
the corresponding complex attribute in the parent
class in order to �nd the parent object�s� of the child
object
 This is similar to a relational join when we
have more than one child object to start with


To answer Q� by forward traversal� we retrieve every
object in the class Person� screen out the persons who are
not �� years old� and� for each quali�ed Person object�
retrieve the Vehicle objects and their nested Company ob�
jects to check if the manufacturers� names are Ford
 Us�
ing backward traversal� the objects in the class Company

are retrieved to examine if their names are Ford
 The
OID�s of the Ford companies are maintained in a set S

Then the vehicle objects in class Vehicle are examined
to identify those vehicles made by the companies in S

The quali�ed vehicle objects are collected in a set S�

Finally� the Person objects are retrieved to see if they
are �� years old and own a vehicle in S�
 The e�ciency
of these two methods depends on the selectivity of the
two predicates and the number of objects connected di�
rectly or indirectly to the quali�ed objects in Person and
Company after the predicates are tested

Since query Q� retrieves the nested complex attributes

of a speci�c collection of objects� forward traversal is
more e�cient than backward traversal
 In forward
traversal� we �rst retrieve the objects in Person and check
their ages
 For those Person objects with Age ��� we tra�
verse along the path Person
Vehicle
Company to retrieve
the names of their car makers
 However� the backward
traversal approach is cumbersome for this query� since it
requires the objects in Company to join to the objects in
Vehicle� which in turn join to the Person objects before
the predicate on Age can be evaluated
 This is equiva�
lent to performing a sequence of join before applying a
selection operation

From the discussion above� we observe that both

forward and backward traversals spend a signi�cant
amount of time on accessing intermediate objects con�
necting two objects
 In the next section� we review some
of the indexing methods proposed in the literature for
speeding up object traversal


� Indexing Methods for Object Retrieval

To avoid retrieving intermediate objects between the tar�
get and predicate classes� indexes are used to create im�

plicit reverse links from a nested attribute to the target
class

Multi�index� The multi�index method ����� main�

tains multiple indexes� one for each link of the path from
the indexed nested attribute to target class
 An advan�
tage of the multi�index method is that it reduces redun�
dancy when paths with common subpaths are indexed

Also� the indexes are easy to maintain for update oper�
ations
 However� an index is required for every link on
the path and several index scans are necessary to answer
a nested query

Nested Index� Unlike the multi�index method� the

nested index and the path index consist of only one index
���
 For a given path� the nested index maps the values of
a speci�c nested attribute to the objects in the root class
of the path
 The nested index has a simple organization
and fast object retrieval speed
 However� maintenance of
the index is complex� since it requires backward traversal
on the index

Path Index� The path index maps the values of the

nested attributes to lists of objects� each of the objects
in the list belongs to a class in the given path
 The
linkages of the objects constitute the physical paths in
the database
 The range of a path index mapping could
be any of the classes on the path
 Thus� the scope of
a path index is broadly extended
 However� extra time
are needed for index scanning� because the OIDs of all
of the objects on the path are stored in the leaf nodes of
the index

A common drawback of all of these indexing organiza�

tions is that the reverse links they create don�t support
PT queries
 Even though forward traversal is in general
faster than backward traversal� its speed is still not satis�
factory
 Therefore� an indexing organization supporting
forward traversal is desirable


� Direct Links and Index Organizations

To reduce accesses to intermediate classes� direct links
can be created for classes which are frequently accessed
together
 In this section� we formalize the notion of di�
rect link


��� De	nition of Direct Links

Given a path P consisting of C�C����Cn in the aggre�
gation hierarchy� the direct links DL on P is de�ned as
follows


DL � f���� �n�jOID�O�� � ���OID�On� � �n�
O� � C�� On � Cn�O�� Ong�

O� � On means that On is nested in O�
 Since C� is
an ancestor class of Cn� we call C� an a�class and Cn a
c�class of the direct links
 Each pair of the OIDs in DL
is a direct link
 The direct links in DL may be sorted
by a�class OIDs or by c�class OIDs
 Suppose direct links
are built between Person and Company
 Since Person is
an ancestor class of Company� Person is the a�class and
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Company is the c�class of the direct links organization
 To
create the direct links� we �rst traverse the objects from
Person to Company to collect the OIDs of the connected
objects from these two classes
 In the example below�
hPerson�i�� Company�j�i represents a link between Person�i�
and Company�j�


Person��� Company���
Person��� Company���
Person��� Company���
Person��� Company���
Person��� Company���
Person��� Company���

The direct links provide short cuts between the Person
and Company classes
 However� nested queries usually are
coupled with predicates for associative search
 Take the
query �retrieve persons who have GM cars� as an ex�
ample� we have to search the Company class based on
�Name� GM�
 Indexing and signature �le methods �����
are two of the most important techniques for associa�
tive search
 We combine indexing techniques with direct
links to build new indexing organizations

An index may be created on one of the attributes from

the a�class or c�class
 The attribute is called the key
attribute of the index
 The a�class and the c�class of the
direct links are the range classes of the index


��� Forward and Backward Indexes

The forward index maps from an attribute in the a�class
to a list of direct links
 Given a list of direct links� DL�
and an attribute A in the a�class of DL� a forward index
may be de�ned as follows


FI � f��� �a� �c�j��a� �c� � DL�A��a� � �g�

The following is an example of the forward index for
the path Person
Vehicle
Company� Person
Age is the key
attribute


�� Person��� Company���
�� Person��� Company���
�� Person��� Company���
�� Person��� Company���
�� Person��� Company���
�� Person��� Company���

As its name implies� the forward index may be used
for forward traversal
 Therefore� PT queries bene�t the
most from this organization
 We use Q� as an example
to illustrate the query processing with the forward in�
dex
 We �rst scan the index to locate the direct links
corresponding to �Person
Age����
 Through the direct
links collected� the OIDs of the Company objects are re�
turned
 Similarly� a query such as �retrieve persons at
the age of ��� may be directly answered from the index
without accessing to the objects in the database

On the other hand� a backward index is created based

on one of the attributes in the c�class
 Given a list of

direct links� DL� and an attribute A of the c�class of DL�
a backward index may be de�ned as follows�

BI � f��� �c� �a�j��a� �c� � DL�A��c� � �g�

The following is an example of the backward index for
the path Person
Vehicle
Company�

BMW Company��� Person���
GM Company��� Person���
GM Company��� Person���
GM Company��� Person���
Ford Company��� Person���
Ford Company��� Person���

The backward index supports backward traversal
 It
may be used to answer TP queries
 For instance� to
evaluate the query �retrieve persons who have cars made
by Ford�� we scan the backward index organization to
locate the direct links corresponding to �Company
Name�
Ford� and return the Person OIDs in the quali�ed links


��� Clustering and Non�clustering Indexes

One of our requirements in designing the structure of
direct links is to support multiple access methods
 In
other words� we must be able to couple the direct links
structure with arbitrary indexes built on the attributes
of the a�class or c�class of the direct links organization

Thus� an index organization will consist of two levels�
the upper level is the attribute indexes� which are tree�
structured associative searching mechanisms �e
g
� B��
trees�� and the lower level is the direct links �le� which
is accessed through the attribute indexes

To provide fast access to the direct links� the direct

links �le may be clustered on a given attribute
 How�
ever� only one attribute can be selected for clustering
the direct links �le
 We call the attribute a clustering
attribute
 The index organization based on a clustering
attribute is called a clustering index

For every cluster in the direct links �le� the direct

links are sorted by the OIDs in the class containing the
clustering attribute
 Thus� non�clustering indexes may
be further divided into two categories�

� Semi�clustering index� the indexed attribute is in
the same class with the clustering attribute


� Non�clustering index� the indexed attribute is not
in the same class as the clustering attribute


Take the direct links for Person
Vehicle
Company as
an example� if the direct links �le is clustered on
Company
Name� then Company
Location is a semi�clustering
attribute and Person
Age is a non�clustering attribute

After searching a clustering attribute index� the direct

links corresponding to the searched attribute value can
be sequentially read from the direct links �le
 For non�
clustering attributes� the corresponding direct links are
distributed so that random reads from the direct links
�le are necessary
 However� semi�clustering indexes may
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have better performance than non�clustering indexes�
because the corresponding direct links are more likely
to be stored together


��� Structures of Attribute Indexes

The clustering� semi�clustering and non�clustering in�
dexes have similar data structures
 We choose the B��
tree for the implementation of the attribute indexes of
these index organizations
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Figure �� Structures of attribute indexes

Figure � illustrates the data structures used for the
attribute indexes
 Figure ��a� shows a nonleaf node page
for the clustering and non�clustering attribute indexes

Figure ��b� is a leaf node record for a clustering index�
and Figure ��c� is a leaf node record for a non�clustering
index

The leaf node record of a clustering index is smaller

than that of a non�clustering index
 A leaf record keeps
the location� speci�ed as a page pointer and a link num�
ber� and the number of direct links corresponding to a
speci�c key value
 Since the direct links �le is clustered
by its key values� the collection of direct links may be
sequentially read

For non�clustering indexes� the leaf node records have

to keep track of the locations of all corresponding di�
rect links
 Due to the way direct links are clustered� a
semi�clustering index is likely to have some direct links
sequentially stored in the direct links �le
 To simplify
our design� however� we use the same leaf�record struc�
ture for both semi�clustering indexes and non�clustering
indexes



 Analytical Cost Model

In this section� we build a forward index for the path
C�C����Cn using di�erent implementations� namely the
clustering� semi�clustering and non�clustering indexes

We develop analytical cost models for each implementa�
tion and compare their performance in terms of storage
overhead and retrieval cost



�� The Parameters of the Cost Model

Given a path� C�C����Cn� the parameters of the cost
models for the three index implementations are listed
below


Table �� Parameters of the cost models


P � ���
OIDL � �

pp � �
cl � �

ll � �
kl � �
kv � �
f � ���

Ca� a�class for the direct links� Ca � C�

Cc� c�class for the direct links� Cc � Cn

Ni� the number of objects in class Ci� � � i � n

Si� the average size of an object in class Ci

Ai� the complex attribute of Ci used to connect

Ci to Ci��� � � i � n� �

Di� the number of distinct values for complex at�

tribute Ai

Bri� the average number of branches from Ci to

Ci��
 �Bri � �number of OIDs inAi��Ni��
Sri� the ratio of shared references fromCi to Ci��


�Sri � �number of OIDs inAi��Ni����
A� the attribute of Ca selected for indexing

U � the number of distinct values in A

q� the ratio of shared attribute values between

objects in class Ca and values for attribute
A
 �q � Na�U��

OIDL� the length of an object identi�er

P � the page size

pp� the length of a page pointer

ll� the length of a link number

f � average fanout from a nonleaf node in the

attribute index

kv� average length of a key value in A

kl� the length of the key length �eld in the at�

tribute index

cl� the length of the counter �elds �i
e
� no
 of

links�

h� the number of levels of non�leaf nodes in the

attribute index

Performance is measured by the number of I�O ac�

cesses
 we use page to estimate the storage overhead
and the performance cost
 All lengths and sizes used
above are in bytes
 Table � lists the parameter values
used in the analysis

To simplify the cost models� we assume that�

�
 There are no partial instantiation� which implies
Di � Ni��


�
 All key values have the same length


�
 Attribute values are uniformly distributed among
the objects of the class containing the attribute



�� Storage Overhead

Direct Links� In the direct links �le� each direct link
consists of two OIDs
 Therefore� the size of a direct link
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is ���OIDL� bytes
 The number of direct links in the �le
can be determined by�

NDL � N� �Br�Br����Bri�� � Sr�Sr����Sri���Nn�

The total number of pages needed for the direct links �le
is�

SDL � dNDL����OIDL��P e�

Nonleaf Nodes� All three implementations have the
same structure for nonleaf node records
 The number of
nonleaf pages can be derived from�

NLPi � dLOi�fe � ddLOi�fe�fe � ���� ��

where LOi � min�U�LPi� and LPi is the number of leaf
node pages for implementation i


Clustering Index� The length of a leaf node record for
the clustering index implementation is�

XPci � kl � kv � pp� ll � cl�

Therefore� the number of leaf node pages needed is�

LPci � dU�bP�XPcice�

The storage overhead for implementing the forward in�
dex as a clustering index is�

SCI � LPci � NLPci � SDL�

Non�clustering Indexes� The average number of di�
rect links associated with an object in Ca is�

BR � Br�Br����Brn���

The average number of objects in Ca corresponding to a
key value in attribute A is q
 Consequently� the average
length of a leaf node record for a non�clustering index is�

XPni � kl � kv � cl � q �BR��pp� ll��

Therefore� the number of leaf node pages needed is�

LPni �

�
dU�bP�XPnice� if XPni � P
UdXPni�P e� if XPni � P�

The storage overhead for implementing the forward in�
dex as a non�clustering index is�

SNI � LPni �NLPni � SDL�

Comparison

We use the above formulae to compare the storage over�
heads of a forward index when implemented as a clus�
tering or non�clustering index
 In our comparison� we
use a path of four class� C�C�C�C�
 An attribute of Ca

with sharing ratio q � �� is chosen as the key attribute
of the forward index
 We also �x the number of objects

�
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Figure �� Storage Overhead

in Ca to ������ and the average size of an object to ���
bytes

BR is the average number of direct links corresponding

to an object in Ca
 It is critical to the storage overhead
of the direct links �le and the non�clustering implemen�
tation
 Therefore� we vary BR to observe its impact on
storage requirements

From Figure �� we observe that the storage over�

head for both implementations are proportional to BR

Since there are little di�erence between the storage re�
quirements of the clustering and non�clustering meth�
ods� we conclude that most of the storage overhead is
attributable to the direct links �le
 Fortunately� a single
direct links �le is shared among many indexes
 Thus�
the amortized overhead for each index is small



�� Retrieval Cost

Since we use a forward index for comparison� we will
only consider PT queries
 Backward index which sup�
ports TP queries should have comparable cost and per�
formance as the forward index
 We estimate the cost for
evaluating PT queries with di�erent implementations of
the forward index
 The predicate class is Ca and the
target class is Cc


Clustering Index� The query is answered by �rst
searching through the nonleaf and leaf nodes of the in�
dex� and then sequentially reading the direct links from
the direct links �le
 The number of pages accessed for
retrieval is�

RCI � h� � � dq �BR���OIDL�P e�

Non�clustering Index� Queries can be answered with
non�clustering indexes in the same way as with clustering
indexes
 However� the number of page accesses to the
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leaf nodes depends on the number of links corresponding
to the key value
 Further� since the direct links are not
clustered� sequential read can�t be used to fetch direct
links

The number of page accesses for randomly accessing

k records from a �le of n records which are divided into
m pages is ����

H�k�m� n� � m�

�
��

kY
i��

n � �n�m� � i � �

n� i� �

�
�

The average number of links accessed from the direct
links �le is q �BR
 The number of direct links in the
�le is NDL and the number of pages for the �le is SDL

Applying the above formula� we obtain the number of
page accesses to the direct links �le�

RDLni � H�q �BR� SDL�NDL��

As a result� the total number of page access for retrieval
using a non�clustering index is�

RNI � h� dXPni�P e�RDLni�

where XPni is the size of a leaf node record in a non�
clustering index


Semi�clustering Index� The semi�clustering index has
a lower number of page accesses than non�clustering in�
dex� because the links in each cluster is sorted by the
OIDs in Ca
 The number of direct links accessed is
q �BR�K� where � � K � BR
 K is the average num�
ber of consecutive direct links with the same OIDs in
Ca
 Each random access to the direct links �le will read
�K �� �OIDL� bytes sequentially
 Thus� the number of
page accesses to the direct links �le is�

RDLsi � H�
q �BR

K
� SDL�NDL��d�K ���OIDL��P e�

Thus� the total number of page accesses for retrieval us�
ing the semi�clustering index is�

RSI � h� dXPsi�P e�RDLsi

where XPsi�� XPni� is the size of a leaf node record in
the semi�clustering index

Traditional Forward Traversal� To answer a PT
query with forward traversal� the number of pages ac�
cesses is�

RFT � dNa�Sa�P e�q��Br��Br�Br������Br�Br����Brn����

Comparison

In the comparison� we �x K to � when we estimate the
retrieval cost of the semi�clustering method
 From Fig�
ure �� the clustering index method has the best retrieval
performance� which is consistent with our expectation

The retrieval cost of semi�clustering index is between
that of the clustering and non�clustering indexes
 If we
increase the value of K for the semi�clustering index� its
retrieval cost will shift toward the performance of the
clustering index method
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Figure �� Retrieval Cost

� Conclusion

In this paper� we examine the problems with object
traversal and review some of the indexing organizations
which provide short cuts for traversal
 Also� we argue
that direct links are e�ective in providing short cuts for
object traversal
 Based on direct links� a new class of in�
dexing mechanisms� forward index and backward index�
for both forward and backward traversals is proposed

Three ways of realizing direct links� namely� clustering
index� semi�clustering index and non�clustering index�
are evaluated
 Our analysis shows that the clustering in�
dex implementation has the best performance in storage
overhead and retrieval speed
 Semi�clustering index has
the same storage overhead as the non�clustering index�
but its retrieval speed is faster
 Although non�clustering
index is not as good as the other two implementations�
it is still much better than the traditional traversal ap�
proaches
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